Instruction Sheet: Capturing Data Elements

WHAT IS IT?
A worksheet to capture data elements that the biller needs to design customer enrollment screens on the biller website

WHY USE IT?
To enable the biller to design customer enrollment screens for RTP®

HOW TO BEST USE IT?
By understanding the biller website’s data and design needs
Capturing Data Elements

**Sprint 1**
(e.g., Customer with a saved payment method, qualifying for RTP®)

1. Capture all the data elements that the biller needs to design customer enrollment screens on the biller website for Sprint 1

**Sprint 2**
(e.g., Customer saving a payment method for the first time, qualifying for RTP®)

2. Capture all the data elements that the biller needs to design customer enrollment screens on the biller website for Sprint 2

**Sprint 3**
(e.g., Customer saving a payment method for the first time, NOT qualifying for RTP®)

3. Capture all the data elements that the biller needs to design customer enrollment screens on the biller website for Sprint 3